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EuroTraining supporting the higher education in Eastern Europe 

Over the years EuroTraining has offered more than 20 Train-the-Trainers courses in Eastern Europe from 
Warsaw in north to Sofia in south. The aim of this training is to transfer training experience from leading 
European universities to the professors, PhDs and postdocs who will form the next generation curricula at 
Eastern European universities. A total of more than 600 potential faculty members have achieved training 
and received training material in the most advanced subjects of micro-/nano technologies. 

Testimonials of course organizers 

Some of the Chairs of the organizing universities honoured the Train-the-Trainers courses by sharing their 
valuable opinions with us, as follows: 

Prof. Paul Svasta, Politehnica University of Bucharest:  

At the EuroTraining course our students and young scientists got acquainted with the trends in micro- and 
nanoelectronics and gained also insight into the possibilities and efforts at our university. At the same time, 
thanks to Euro Training courses, numerous students from several technical universities in Romania had the 
opportunity to improve their technical knowledge.   

Prof. Dan Pitica, Technical University of Cluj-Napoca:  

It was very interesting for our students of the electronics department to listen to the nanotechnology 
presentation of an industrial expert and then to see it in practice in the laboratories of our sister department.  

Mr. Cosmin Moisa, Group Leader for Electronics Development at Continental Timisoara:  

It was our pleasure to accept the visit of nearly hundred students, academics and engineers to our high tech 
automotive electronics design centre and the unique, world-class, and very well-equipped life-time test 
facilities. The seminars held for our engineers and university researchers have brought us closer to the non-
automotive environment and prepared us for upcoming technologies.  

Prof. Mirjana Damnjanović, Centre for Integrated Microsystems and Components, University of Novi Sad:  

The seminar type organization of the Train-the-Trainers course provided a good opportunity for our young 
and senior scientists to present their research results and have a live discussion with renowned foreign 
professors and industrial experts.   

Prof. Jerzy Potencki, Head of Department of Electronic and Communication Systems, Rzeszów University 
of Technology:  

The inclusion of the EuroTraining course into the program of the IMAPS Poland conference brought the 
expected benefits for both events. It was gratifying to see the large number of Polish and foreign contributors 
with nanoelectronics and nanotechnology topics, as well as, the great interest for our new nanotechnology 
laboratories in the Rzeszów campus. I would like to express my personal thanks for the excellent cooperation 
on the line Rzeszów-Budapest during the organization. 

Prof. Alena Pietrikova, Technical University of Košice:  

On behalf of the Slovak group, I would like to thank for having brought and managed the EuroTraining course 
in Kosice. We appreciated the contributions of young scientists from the surrounding countries, from 
Germany, Hungary, and Serbia, which – together with the Slovak presentations – provided nice experiences 
for our young people. We would be happy, if it initiated further cooperation.  
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